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Lesson 3.1.3 Homework
3-34. The number 6 is represented with + and – tiles at right. For each problem below, start with this diagram and then show how
to remove the appropriate number of tiles to represent the problem given. State the final answer for each part.

a. 6 − 7
b. 6 − (−2)
c. 6 − 3
3-35. Use a number line to show the distance between the two given integers. Plot each integer as a point on the number line, and
then find the distance between the two points. Write each situation as a subtraction problem using absolute value symbols.

a. 7 and 4
b. 5 and −2
c. −1 and −3
3-36. Consider the expression 5 + 4 + 2(−3) + 7 + (−5).

a. Draw the expression using + and – tiles.

b. Simplify the expression to find the number it represents.
c. Remove the last number from the expression (−5) and find the sum again. Show how this would change your drawing. How
much larger or smaller is the answer? Explain how your answer makes sense when compared to the answer in part (b).

3-37. Read the Math Notes box in this lesson. Then use the information to answer the following questions.
Jorge was thinking about using variables to represent lengths of a tightrope walker’s many tricks.

a.  Jorge
  wrote

the expression x + x + x + x + 3 to represent the sequence shown in
diagram at right. Does his expression make sense? Explain.

b. Write an expression to represent the sequence shown in the diagram at right.
c. In part (a), if x = 5 feet, how long is the tightrope?






d. In part (b), if j = 3 feet and k = 2 feet, how long is the tightrope?

3-38. Simplify the following fraction expressions. Show all of your work.

a.

+

b.

−

c.

·

d.

·

the

